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Деякі функції Word не відображаються в Google Документах. Якщо ви внесете зміни, налаштування цих функцій буде скинуто.Докладніше Back in the 70s, the wartime comics were all the rage. Every week you can take a copy of Warlord and on the bus to school you will read Peter Flint's ongoing adventures as
he rotates the road behind enemy lines killing German spies, traitors and generals. Such comics offer historical facts, appreciation of other cultures and the murders of Nazi rituals and Fascists – all for the cost of a few penny checks. But time is changing. Although the comics are long dead, their enthusiasm lives in
computer games and if any one game has caught the valiant antics of such comic book heroes, it is a Commando series, where sneaking around the Nazi base, club guards, rescue prisoners and explosives cultivate all in work a day. All that is missing is a speech bubble. The third installment in the series is now officially
on its way, and although it is not 3D, using the same engine as its predecessor, we can't wait to get back to the back of the enemy line. Gameplay-wise it will be a completely new experience, said Inigo Vinos, marketing manager of Pyro Studios. There will be a completely new situation to Commando players: level
bosses, many new enemies, and ambush situations. Enemies will be more active and their behaviour varies greatly. Commandos 2 is a big step up from the first game in terms of Al, and the same will happen again with Commandos 3. Of course more than the influence of comic books, it's a film reference that made the
game before. Re-spiking scenes from the likes of Bridges Over the Kwai River, Guns Of Navarone and The Colditz Story are just a few that spring to mind. The influence of the war film will continue. says Vinos. For example, at some point it is necessary to eliminate shooters that will not remain in the same position. This
is taken from the Enemy At the Gate. While Pyro remains quite cagey about what missions will be available, we know that unlike Commandos 2, european theatre will be the main focus of the game. Also, along with existing gaming engines, the old cast returns for another tour on duty, with many new equipment and
abilities to flirt, as well as new enemies to outwit. Interestingly, Pyro will be a more focused game of the story this time around, so instead of being broken down into many unfair missions, the plot will cover three acts in a very large, clearly centrist story in the last months of World War II. We can only guess how this will
show itself a smart game, but various missions and level sizes seem reasonable after commandos 2 gargantuan levels. After he vows that the new game will be easier than his predecessors, we left Inigo with just one question left: would we be able to play as a German? Let's just say that you need to keep an eye on the
new multiplayer mode. Do we mention Death ... sorry we can't say anything about that anymore. Pyro Studios has learned the hard way that when offering new games to the public, less can often mean more. Although far from disappointing, the fact that the Commando 2 goes the proverb bridge is too far away. As
beautiful as each level of stunning is and although love is poured into every pixel, the mission is just too big, the task for players is sometimes too scary and the key to unlocking the next level of gargantuan is often the same as the latter. Rest assured, young people have learned their lessons, and for the next episode in
our tactical World War II series can expect a far more diverse and paced experience. Das Ist Gut, Ja? At first glance little has changed levels is like 2D and complicated as they have always been, natural and convincingly animated characters - this time as the right 3D polygonal model - and the same rise of the interface
to a little above cosmetics. Of course Commando 3, now officially subtitle Berlin Destination, is not without some obvious graphic implants. There is depth to the smellless visuals in any isometric game I've ever seen, an impact achieved by the diverse environmental impact, such as overflowing driving rain from guttering
and driving into the ground rather than just falling across the screen like some cheap visual tricks. Fleshing Out Then there are dramatic set pieces and cut-out scenes in games hoping to provide a more story-driven experience than previous games. In fact, the game began at pre-War London, at the German Embassy,
where the game's leading lads would be introduced. From there it went ahead of Russia and the besieged city of Stalingrad, before heading to Berlin, occupying France and finally landing D-Day. Each level will be interspersed with engine cut scenes, from Nazi parades through the Brandenburg Gate to Steve McQueenstyle motorcycle chase across the countryside, blasting tore into the ground as you go. Needless to say all this will provide much-needed narrative threads through games and flesh out what was previously quite flat the characters. And the explosion was pretty amazing too. As shadows of German bombers flicker across
the already ruined town of Stalingrad at the beginning of the game, their devastating payload doesn't just leave the trail of explosions and smoke, but the collapse of rubble and collapse, despite some cutting sticks. As far as global destruction and human suffering goes, never seems more in love. I think we can make a
Commando in 3D if we want to, says lead designer Ignacio Perez. Key questions Will the game benefit? I don't think so. Will it have the same level of graphic details? Perhaps, but will people have a PC to enjoy that level of detail...? I don't think so, not yet. The Dirty Half-Dozens Aim this game is to carry out a secret war
from behind enemy lines, lead a handful of skilled operations in their attempts to disrupt and defragment nazi war efforts, whether it kills officials or destroys military installations. And it is the nature of the mission itself that has gained the most attention this time round. Where Commandos 2 features nine widespread
maps, its sequel now has about 25 sets across three campaigns (Stalingrad, Central Europe and D-Day). Pyro wants to blur the difference between traditional concepts of mission and campaigning, but instead of giving us a huge map to get in, the map will start small and grow as new events occur. The mission will also
develop in more cinematic fashion as you play through them. Sudden bombing raids may completely alter the ground layer, adding new objectives and tactical difficulties. A mission sees you creep into a city to set up an ambush, broadcast the shooter in a church tower and plant mines and explosives. Then the next
mission sees the action begin, as hundreds of Nazi reinforcements bear you and the mission of becoming one of survival, reminding the last desperate battle of the Rescue Of Private Ryan. In terms of content, says Perez, Commandos 3 will have as many Commandos 2. The difference will be structured in different
ways. We don't want people playing the same map to die. We don't just want to add more maps and more characters for the sake of it. We don't want to make a bigger game, to say it contains more than 60 hours of games. We want people to say, It took me 25 or 30 hours, but at the time I never did the same thing
twice'. Unless you decide to play through the game again of course, that even for the Commandos veteran will be the first. The most notable differences on this round this time are not graphics, but on the essence of the game design. The attack plans are simple; to make Commando 3 more accessible, altered and
action-packed than any in the series so far. Somehow, I think they can only pull this one off. Commando Vs. Commandos Get Ready For Isometric Death Undocumented yet the most enduring new feature planned for Commandos 3 is a multiplayer mode, which for the first time in the series will offer deathmatch games.
Little is currently At this final, but we were told that two games of players would allow four soldiers on each team, with a healthy mix of Attack and Defense missions to choose from. How they will play is anyone's guess but the 2D Counter-Strike rendition might assume apt, perhaps with a healthy dose of Spy Vs Spy for
good CTF and cooperative games are also being planned, but with the release of a tentatively scheduled game for June, we found the possibility that Pyro kept his cards so close to his chest on the subject. Either the developer just became very secretive or everything would be badly wrong back at base. Error
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